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Announcements

Lecture slides from last week (and from now 
on) are posted on the moodle
Any relevant events, seminars etc will be 
posted to moodle

If you know of anything coming up that may be of 
interest to class, email us so we can post it
The facebook group may come in handy as well 
for any of these events
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Lighting Through the Years
400,000 BC: Sparks and Fire! Torches. 
20,000 BC: First lamps--Animal and 
vegetable grease, fiber wicks in shells
500 BC: Oil reservoir lamps
400 AD: Wax candles
1820 AD: Gas lighting, heavy use in streets, 
factories, theaters

Coincidently (or not) between 500-1000 theaters 
burn down in 19th century USA and UK!

1850: Kerosene lamps—Dominates indoor 
lighting
1850: 2008: Kerosene lamps—Dominates 

indoor lighting (in much of developing world)
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Kerosene Lamp in Ghana
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Then, Around 1880, Along Comes 
a Certain Thomas A. Edison…

Lets take 5-10 min to break into groups of 4 
and discuss the Edison reading, in particular, 
think about the following questions:

What was the importance of Edison to lighting? 
(Hint: I’m looking for something more detailed 
than “He invented the light bulb”!)
What were the reasons Edison succeeded with 
lighting, where others had failed?
What do you think was most important or biggest 
change to society resulting from the Edison 
system?
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Class Discussion: Edison
Importance of Edison to Lighting:

Different perspective of looking at the issue; 
Mechanics—putting everything together
Away from Kerosene, gas lighting
Wide use—everyone can use
Infrastructure for other technology use
Efficiency + patents

Reasons for Edison’s success:
Creativity; practical; persistence
Financial backing
Media exposure + aura, Confidence
Patents legal 
Perceived genius

Greatest societal change from Edison system:
More energy consumption—since lights became ubiquitous  
Made us dependent on electricity ; changed way of life
Technology sold to individualism ; get up earlier out later
Change how new tech made—company R&D centers; bring people together with 
light
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The Edison System: The 
Incandescent Light Bulb

Operation
If you heat up certain materials by forcing 
current (a flow of electrons) through 
them, as a secondary product, the 
material will give off light (visible 
radiation)

Edison had two major dilemmas to 
solve:

Dilemma 1: Many materials tend to burn 
up instead of incandescing.
Dilemma 2: If it doesn’t burn up—Which 
material works?
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The Edison System: The 
Incandescent Light Bulb

Dilemma 1: Burning up
For something to burn, it needs the oxygen in air
Solution: Take out (vacuum) the air and enclose the 
material in an air-tight glass ‘bulb’
Conveniently, there was great progress in vacuum 
technology in Edison’s time

Dilemma 2: Material
Platinum, Titanium, Rhodium, Tungsten were all 
tried, but all had their own weaknesses
Carbonized paper (paper heated in a furnace with 
powdered carbon) worked! Not very well though, so 
Edison tried carbonizing, among other things:

Carbonized fiber, coconut hair, cedar shavings, fish 
line, cork, and the red beard of a lab assistant!

Eventually, carbonized bamboo worked best and 
after trying 6000 species of bamboo, Edison decided 
on a supply from Japan for mass production!
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Some elements of the electricity distribution system:
Central power stations
A constant voltage 

(110 V was chosen based on Edison’s judgment) 
The subdivision of current

Parallel, not series wiring!

Fixtures to connect to light bulbs to, proper wiring
Electricity meter

Need to keep track of customer electricity usage to make 
money after all! (This was a key demand of Edison’s 
financial backers, including JP Morgan)

The Edison System: Electricity 
Distribution

Series wiring

Parallel wiring
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What is White Light?

Remember from the lab, white light is actually 
made up of a spectrum of colors—red, orange, 
yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet--all the 
visible colors
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Visible White Light
And all visible light is a form of electromagnetic (EM) 
radiation, a small part of the entire EM spectrum
Like other forms of EM, visible light travels at the 
speed of light as a wave with a wavelength, 
frequency, and corresponding energy

Source: www.antonine-education.co.uk
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Is There a More Efficient Way 
to Produce Light?

We have learned that incandescent light bulbs work by 
heating up the filament, producing light as a secondary 
product
So much of the energy we’re putting into the light bulb is 
wasted away as heat radiation
But is there a more efficient way? What if we turn to 
Mother Nature--can you think of things that give off light, 
but not heat as well?
So Mother Nature has shown that its possible
We also know from glow sticks that its possible
So let’s see if we can explore and find a more efficient 
lighting source…
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Florescent, Compact 
Florescent (CFL) Lighting

Bulb is filled with a gas, sealed and 
coated with a Ultra-Violet (UV) light 
sensitive material (called a phosphor)
Electric current, controlled by a device 
called a ballast, is run through the 
gas, causing UV light to be emitted by 
the gas
The phosphor has a property of 
absorbing UV radiation and re-
emitting visible, white light
More efficient than an incandescent 
light bulb, but still limited:

Bulky and prone to break bulb
Contains toxic mercury
Lifetime 5,000 – 15,000 hours

Which brings us to a different type 
of lighting…

Source: www.akagreen.com

e-
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Gas in bulb Phosphor coated 
on bulb

UV light
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Visible, white 
light
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Run current
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Enter Solid State Lighting: The 
Light Emitting Diode (LED)

Why is it called solid state lighting (SSL)?
The material that gives off the light is in a solid form
Compare that to incandescent and florescent lighting, both of 
which use a gas to operate—incandescent light bulbs use an 
inert gas in the bulb and florescent/CFL lighting use a gas as 
well—which analogously can be thought of as ‘gas state lighting’

What is a Light Emitting Diode? 
We’ll learn more about diodes tomorrow, for now, remember that 
a diode is 2 terminal electronic device that allows current flow in 
only one direction 

LEDs are made of a solid material or a “glowing rock” as 
UCSB Prof Steve DenBaars likes to say, its much more 
rugged and compact than CFLs or incandescent lights

No moving parts, no glass or filament to break

+-
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Enter Solid State Lighting: The 
Light Emitting Diode (LED)

LEDs are very small—5mm is typical size
Does not catastrophically fail; rather gets dimmer over 
time

Lifetime is 25,000 - 60,000 hours (7-17 years at 8 hrs/day! And 
lifetime is defined as reaching 70% of original brightness)

98% of power goes to light
Emits no UV radiation
LEDs offer the full range of colors
But high cost at this present time
Lots of room to improve! LEDs are rapidly getting 
brighter and cheaper to make over the years
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Development of the LED
1962: First practical LED built by Nick Holonyak Jr. 
at GE

It gave off dim red light
Just bright enough for use as on/off indicators, and 
so they were put to that use in clocks, radios etc
Soon after, dim green LEDs were also built and also 
put to use as indicators
Research was ongoing to develop something better
And so was the status for another 30 years or so—
nothing to get particularly excited about…
Until 1993 that is, when people did get excited!
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All Hail the Elusive Bright Blue 
LED!
On Nov 29, 1993, the world was stunned to 
hear that Shuji Nakamura, a little known 
researcher from the small Japanese 
chemical company Nichia, had developed 
and demonstrated a bright blue LED
Wait a minute—why is a bright blue LED 
even important??

Hint: Remember the visible light spectrum 
and color mixing:

Source: Time magazine
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The White LED (WLED)
The emergence of a bright blue LED meant that a bright white 
LED was also possible by color mixing red, green, and blue
Two years later, in 1995, Nakamura announced he had 
developed the world’s first bright green LED and then the first 
white LED
Since then, several large companies have been competing 
and pushing each other to get LED lighting to market by 
decreasing costs and further improving efficiency

Company names to remember: Cree (The Cree lighting 
unit, a spin-off of UCSB is based in Goleta), Nichia, Philips 
Lumileds, Osram Opto

We’ll talk more about this on Thursday with guest lecturer Prof 
Umesh Mishra, who was one of the early pioneers in the 
research development of white LEDs
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Comparing Efficiency of LEDs 
with Existing Lighting

Source: Cree Lighting

LEDs (2012 research goal)   280             90%         252
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The State of White LEDs Today
Cellphones (nearly all now) and some TV backlights
Traffic lights

Payback time now around 2.4 years
Street lights and parking garages
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Parking Garage Case
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The State of White LEDs Today
Cellphones (nearly all now) and some TV backlights
Traffic lights

Payback time now around 2.4 years
Street lights and parking garages

Estimated 3.8 year payback time
40% energy savings
“LED City” Initiative
8 LED ‘test’ street lights outside Elings Hall now!

Lighting in some cars, planes
Energy-Star rating for LEDs to come out in Oct 2008
LED producers at max capacity now—they don’t want 
and can’t handle large-scale LED lighting adoption right 
now!
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Changing of the Times…
In the coming years, some pressing questions will surely 
emerge:
First of all: Light Bulb jokes--Instead of:

“How many UCSB students does it take to change a light bulb?”
“How many UCSB students does it take to change an LED???”

Secondly: What will happen to the universal ‘idea’ light 
bulb symbol?
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Changing of the Times 
(More Seriously)

Key questions:
How fast can the LED cost fall?

Price expected to be cut in half every two years
$50 now $25 in 2 years $12.5 in 4 years $6 in 6 years

What is the role of infrastructure change?
Lighting system as we know was optimized for incandescent 
lights, LEDs may be optimum with a different way of thinking 
about lighting infrastructure
What would Edison have thought of LEDs & infrastructure?

If LED lighting is adopted in large scale, will a large 
social change be needed to adapt?
What role will LEDs play in developing countries in 
Africa and Asia?
In developed countries, what role will legislation play?
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Summary

Edison system was such a great success not 
only due to perseverance of Edison, but also 
his foresight in designing an entire lighting 
infrastructure and system
Incandescent not most efficient way to produce 
light, CFLs are better, but still not ideal
LEDs offer great benefits in terms of efficiency 
and are expected by many to be the lighting of 
tomorrow
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For Next Time
LED Lab (tomorrow)

Lab reports need to be turned in first thing tomorrow
Reading: ‘LED Pre-Lab Reading’

Thursday: Guest Lecturer by Prof Umesh Mishra
Reading for Thursday:

How Stuff Works: LEDs (Don’t get bogged down in all the 
scientific details for this reading)
Light up the World video and short Economist article
Interview with Shuji Nakamura (watch video and read written 
interview)

Quiz 1 is Thursday!
Make sure you have done all required readings from this week and 
last (including readings for Thursday) and make sure you were here in 
lecture today! (this lecture will not be posted until after the quiz to 
reward those that came
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Expected Effeciencies
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Wasabi!
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The LED Man

And I probably won’t use this in the class, but 
think this is hilarious:
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Lecture Outline
Idea this class will address: Motivation for something better than incandescent 
lightbulb, understanding for the success of light bulb.
Lecture starts with lights off, black powerpoint screen

Start with candle light, then light bulb, then florescent, then LED
Go to world with lights, all the development advantages of these lights, but also all the energy 
being used.  Highlight that africa is relatively dim, if entire world should enjoy benefits of 
cheap lighting, at what cost will it be in energy terms? 
But energy not free, should not use it as if free…build motivation for new lighting technology.
Quality of life—north and south korea, or soviet union, or africa

Development of light: Incandescent Lighting
Edison—why did Edison succeed where others had already invented the incandescent bulb?
Role of infrastructure for his invention to really take off
Unintended consequences: Saving whales when going from whale oil to kerosene, making 
light cheap and emergence of grid leads to great use of energy
Development of incandescent—heat something up or apply high currents and primarily you 

will get heat, but also light as a by-product emission of light of a certain wavelength range
Gas-state lighting to be compared with solid state lighting
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Lecture Outline
Idea this class will address: Motivation for something better than incandescent 
lightbulb, understanding for the success of light bulb.
Development of light: Solid State Lighting

Parallels to development of incandescent lighting
Time frame involved for development
Efficiencies

Efficiencies and efficacy involved
Lessons learned from the 1st lab
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